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LISTEN LIVE
The buzz: “Survival is optional. No one has to change” (W.
Edward Deming). The Internet of Things (IoT) can be very
complex – with multiple platforms, incompatible protocols,
and high volumes of streaming data. How to bring all this
together to solve real-world challenges and capture new
business opportunities? A Modern Data Platform for IoT.
What? A platform that can handle all kinds of data. A platform
that combines IoT data with existing business data in new and
innovative ways. A platform you can use to take the next giant
leap in IoT productivity. The experts speak. Walter Muntzenber
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Walter Muntzenberger
Walter Muntzenberger has over 30 years of experience working with data. His expertise
is in all aspects of Enterprise Data Architecture, Analytic and Operational Applications,
and related use cases across multiple verticals. Starting through the late 80’s and
early 90’s at Teradata and then Oracle, he architected some of the then largest
enterprise data warehouses in existence. He continued forging new paths at Silicon
Valley startups such as Broadbase (now KANA), Kanisa (Knowledge Management),
Chordiant (Real Time recommendations and Orchestration), Paraccel and Kickfire
(massively parallel columnar databases). Now a Vice President in the Global HANA
Center of Excellence at SAP, Walt’s te
Read more

Carol Clarke
Carol Clarke, SAP VP in Database & Data Management, focuses on disruptive new
technologies to enable customer innovations for leveraging IoT, Big Data and
Advanced Analytics to create new business models and engagement for our
customers. Incubation of emerging ideas along with development of strategy for new
business outcomes is a priority focus. Carol has spent the last 6+ years at SAP
launching and evangelizing new technology to disrupt what legacy technology has
delivered in the past. Focused towards Customer Innovation to Value, Carol is
leveraging her 29 years of experience from Informatica, IBM, SAP in Enterprise
Applications, Data Management and Analytics to provide Thought Leader
Read more

Tim Hardy
Tim Hardy, SAP VP in Database & Data Management, has worked in shaping customer
solutions for Oracle and SAP for 20 years. He is passionate about the opportunity that
the ‘Internet of Things’ brings, having defined Oracle’s strategy in this area as Chief
Architect in ISV/OEM/Java business, and how that will further drive BigData and
associated analytics solutions and cloud based offerings. Since joining SAP he has
had a focus on the SAP HANA Platform, leading the SAP Modern Data Platform
program globally, focusing on new and innovative data science use cases including
IOT.
Read more
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